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Conceived, Designed and Directed by Theodora Skipitares
Composer & Musician: Mazz Swift*
Choreography by Christina CocoMotion Smith
Assistant Choreography by Reggie Brown
Set Design by Donald Eastman and Theodora Skipitares
Lighting by Eric Norbury
Costumes by Ramona Ponce
Video by Kay Hines
Puppetry Direction by Jane Catherine Shaw
Dramaturgy by Andrea Balis
Stage Manager: Karen Oughtred
Special Projects by Jim Freeman
Animation by Shraddha Tiwari
Nick Biddle Panorama by Klara Vertes & Trevor Legeret
Scenic Artists: Mona Maria Damian,
Lizzy DuQuette, Brooke van Hensbergen
Press Rep: Sam Rudy

CAST

Jayson Kerr          Narrator
Jane Catherine Shaw  Lead Puppeteer/Chorus
Jorge Ariel Blanco Muñoz Puppeteer/Chorus
Kimori Zimmerman    Puppeteer/Chorus
Alondra Soto        Puppeteer/Chorus
Reggie Brown        Dancer
Abdoulaye Koita     Dancer
Rita Tuitt          Dancer
Abel Emil Dominguez Ventura Dancer
Eleni Daferera      Puppeteer/Crew
**Director's Notes**

“The whole soul of man is a sort of picture gallery, a grand panorama.”

Frederick Douglass was in love with photography. He wrote more extensively on the subject than any other American and he was the most photographed American of the nineteenth century. He loved photography because he believed in its truth value, or objectivity. Photographers knew that photographs lied.....but Douglass and most patrons of photography believed that cameras told the truth. Douglass believed photography revealed the essential humanity of its subjects,

In 1900 Du Bois picked up the work that Douglass had begun, when he gathered 400 photos of African American communities at work and exhibited them.

Scenes 2, 5, 7 and 11 are excerpts of Douglass lectures on photography
Scenes 3, 4, and 6 are from Douglass’ *My Bondage and Freedom*
Scenes 12 is excerpted from W.E.B. Du Bois’ *The Souls of Black Folk*
*Scene 4 is “Andante” from Southland Sketches, by H.T. Burleigh; performed by Mazz Swift and Tom McDermott*
*Scene 12 is an adaptation of “The Negro Speaks of Rivers” by Margaret Bonds; arranged, programmed and performed by Mazz Swift*
THEODORA SKIPITARES (Director & Designer) is an interdisciplinary artist and theater director based in New York. Trained as a sculptor and theater designer, she began creating personal solo performances in the late 1970’s. She has created 30 works featuring as many as 300 puppet figures, live music, film, video and documentary texts. These projects include Under The Knife, a site-specific history of medicine and Body of Crime, a history of women in prison. In 2014, she devised The Chairs, a reflection on Ionesco’s absurdist classic, and in 2016, she created Six Characters, a response to Pirandello’s play. In 2018, she presented There’s Blood at the Wedding with music by Sxip Shirey. Set within six giant-scale pop-up book constructions, this play reflected on the lives and deaths of six victims of police violence. In 2020, she created The Transfiguration of Benjamin Banneker, a multi-disciplinary project incorporating street performance, a high school marching band, and various forms of puppetry and object theater. Skipitares has received grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, the New York Foundation for the Arts, the New York State Council on the Arts, UNIMA, a Guggenheim Fellowship, a Rockefeller Fellowship and a McKnight Playwriting Fellowship, among others. Her visual work has been exhibited widely in the U.S., Europe, and Asia, most recently at the Whitney Museum. She has worked frequently in India as a Fulbright Fellow, as well as in Vietnam, Cambodia, Korea, Iran, Brazil, and Greece. Skipitares is Professor of Art and Design Education at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, New York.

MAZZ SWIFT (Composer, Musician) is a composer, conductor, singer, bandleader, educator, and Juilliard-trained violinist. Improvisation is a throughline in their practice across genres and instrumental configurations, and can be found in most of their works. As violinist and singer, Mx. Swift has performed on many of the world’s greatest stages including Royal Albert Hall, Queen Elizabeth Hall, Stern Auditorium/Perelman Stage at Carnegie Hall, Merkin Concert Hall, Müpa Budapest, and David Geffen Hall, Alice Tully Hall and Damrosch Park at Lincoln Center in New York City. As composer, Swift’s works include commissions by The Los Angeles Philharmonic, Banff Centre for Arts & Creativity, and the Blaffer Foundation. As an educator, Swift has performed and taught workshops in free improvisation and “conduction” (conducted improvisation) on six continents and is a performing member and teaching artist with the acclaimed Silkroad Ensemble. They are also a Carnegie Hall teaching artist, where they write and record lullabies with incarcerated mothers and mothers-to-be at Rikers Island, and coach incarcerated men at Sing Sing Penitentiary on string studies and composition. Mazz is a 2021 United States Artist, and 2019 Jerome Hill Artist Fellow, continually creating orchestral compositions that involve Conduction, and solo works that are centered around protest and freedom songs, spirituals, and the Ghanaian concept of ‘Sankofa’: looking back to learn how to move forward.

CHRISTINA COCOMOTION SMITH (Choreographer) Dancer, choreographer and New York native Christina Smith, better known under the moniker CocoMotion serves as the founder and artistic director of NuTribe Dance Company. The company’s rituals in dance explore a fusion of black dance vernacular including hip hop, funk (waacking and locking), African, Krump, stepping and spoken word. NTDC’s mission is to address the marginalization of blacks in dance while
addressing the under-representation of black dancers performing street dance. We aim to showcase through dance-personal experiences handling micro-aggressions, the social-emotional hardships and injustices that are needed to survive being black in America. Overall, the company’s goal is to provide audiences with an array of black excellence. We aim to showcase street dance in concert dance venues that have previously closed their doors to such an idea. Graduating from Hunter College in 2019 with a M.A in dance education. Coco was awarded a prestigious full scholarship to attend graduate school, fully funded by the Lincoln's Center Education Scholars Program. It was there that she founded NTDC during graduate studies at Hunter. Currently working as an educator and freelance artist and mom, Coco spends most days teaching dance at a charter school in Brooklyn to High School students where she is able to teach classes in hip hop, traditional African and modern dance. She has performed at The Apollo Theater, The New Victory Theater, SummerStage, WaveHill and the Metropolitan Museum of Art. As a choreographer she has worked with Elle Pierre, Cuzzins the Band, Phil Loft and Dae Burger. She continues to battle nationally and internationally entering in dance freestyle battles.

REGGIE BROWN (Assistant Choreographer/Dancer) born in South Carolina and raised in The Bronx, NY, Reggie grew up as a theater youth, going to a theater arts high school while simultaneously being part of H+ the HipHop Dance Conservatory while also taking acting classes at Mind Builders the creative art center. Reggie is an aspiring actor and dancer living his current life working to better his career in the big city. Working on picking up gigs and confidently setting his path towards his dream.

DONALD EASTMAN (Set) made his La MaMa debut with 3 Solo Pieces by Winston Tong. His work here with Theodora Skipitares includes her productions of Under the Knife (The History of Medicine), There Will Be Blood at the Wedding, The Transfiguration of Benjamin Banneker, and Six Characters. He has received numerous awards across the country including an OBIE Award for Sustained Excellence and is a grantee of the NEA/National Opera Institute.


RAMONA PONCE (Costumes) nominated for both the Innovative Theater and Henry Hewes Design awards, has spent the last 40 years costuming downtown theater, opera, dancers and rock-and-rollers, including many of LaMaMa’s artists. In addition to costume work, she does specialty needlework for fashion designers and fine artists, and styles visual elements for a variety of applications. Her artwork has been displayed at galleries in New York and Arizona. She designs special occasion wear for women and men, lectures on costume topics whenever an opportunity comes her way, and greatly enjoys a fine glass of Champagne.
KAY HINES (Video) has worked as a media artist in video and installation work since the mid-1970s, and as a video cameraperson and editor since 1981, when she and husband, artist, Dieter Froese established a video production company, Dekart Video, specializing in media services for artists and Independents. Hines has received various awards for video and artwork including, an NEA, a NYFA, and a Cine Golden Eagle. She is currently Associate Professor in the Department of Digital Arts, Pratt Institute where she has served on the faculty for the past 19 years.

JANE CATHERINE SHAW (Puppetry Director/Lead Puppeteer) is a member of the Lincoln Center Directors Lab and graduated on the Dean's List with an MFA in Directing from Brooklyn College. She is curator of La MaMa's Puppet Slam and co-founded the Voice 4 Vision Puppet Festival in 2004. Ms. Shaw was puppetry director for Theodora Skipitares' The Transfiguration of Benjamin Banneker at La MaMa (2020). She was puppetry co-director and master puppeteer for Mabou Mines’ Peter and Wendy and built and directed the puppetry sequence for Lee Breuer's Dollhouse. She often worked with Ellen Stewart to re-create costumes from historic La MaMa shows from the 60's and 70's. Ms. Shaw was nominated for a 2014 New York Innovative Theatre Award for her work with Theodora Skipitares on The Chairs. She creates and directs her own work for puppet theatre, among them, The Three Dolls (co-created with Clayton Daniel Briggs and Molly Riesman), Framed; The Mother Goose Chronicles, Calpurnia Coyote Comes To The Big City, The Blue Marble, Following the Wind, Folktales of Asia and Africa, Pelandok the Mousedeer, as well as adult works: Thirst: Memory of Water, The Lone Runner, Bed of Light, and Universe Expanding, all of which premiered at La MaMa. She has worked with Theodora Skipitares since they met in 1989, helping to build her shows and puppets, and puppeteering in many of her productions. She has been a teaching artist with the Brooklyn Arts Council for 9 years, and recently joined the teaching artist team at Arts Connection. She created and taught a lab/course titled Puppetry and the Digital Avatar at The New School in 2018. In Nov of 2019 she presented her paper The Puppet Body as Archive of Performance in a working session at the American Society for Theatre Research (ASTR) and is currently working on an extended version of the paper.

ANDREA BALIS (Dramaturg) has been the dramaturg for Skysaver productions for many years. In addition, they have worked as a director, playwright and author of both fiction and nonfiction articles and books. They are also on the faculty of John Jay College.

KAREN OUGHTRED (Stage Manager) is a multidisciplinary theater artist, actor and teacher. She is thrilled to be working with Theodora again. Stage Management includes the Panto Project at Abrons Arts Center, the Ridiculous Theatrical Company, Theatre at St John’s, NOMAD Theatrical Co., Untitled Theater Co. No. 61, visual artist Theresa Byrnes, John Jahnke's Hotel Savant, La MaMa, BAM, the Town Hall, PS 122, National Museum of the American Indian. Director: interactive museum theater, Striving for Freedom, Jay Heritage Center. Actor: Ridiculous Theatrical Company, Theatre at St John’s. Puppetry: Most recently, Inseparable, Object and Shadow Theater co-created with puppetry artist, Spica Wobbe.
A poetic exploration of our common humanity through the transformative lens of 6 extraordinary older New Yorkers. Karen co-created The Memory Project, storytelling through visual arts, theater & puppetry with Spica Wobbe in 2016. They conduct in-person and virtual workshops with older adults at a variety of senior centers and libraries. facebook.com/thememoryproject.storytelling thememoryprojet.blogspot.com/

JAYSON KERR (Narrator) born and raised in Springfield, MA, has been working in and out of NYC for the past 16 years. After studying Musical Theater at Circle in The Square Theatre School he went on to travel with the national tour of Evita, Jesus Christ Superstar w/ Ted Neeley, and Dr. Seuss's How the Grinch Stole Christmas. He was most recently a part of the Grammy Award winning production of Porgy and Bess at The Metropolitan Opera House.www.JaysonKerr.com


KIMORI ZINNERMAN (Puppeteer/Chorus) is an aspiring actor who has many talents. At the age of 17 she is a high achieving student at Benjamin Banneker. She learns fast when passionate about something. She carries a smile with style and grace and stands tall. Kimori got a start on her career by experiencing various forms of acting in front of many audiences. Growing up in New York has allowed her to adapt to any environment. Being exposed to so much diversity in this city has shown her the significance of all cultures, not just what she's familiar with.

ALONDRA SOTO (Puppeteer/Chorus) born and raised in Brooklyn New York, Alondra is a high school student aspiring to be a pediatric nurse. Her elective in school is biomedical sciences. Science and biology is something she loves to learn and talk about. Alondra strives to excel in her classes and always remains confident about the choices she is making for her future.

ABDOULAYE KOITA (Dancer) is a performer that specializes in dance and music that is from/stems from the traditions of Africa and its diaspora. He started performing at 14 after being inspired by dance legend Baba Chuck Davis to start an African dance group in his community. The group led to intensive studying of the cultures, dances and music traditions of Africa and its Diaspora. After high school he continued his education at North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University (NCAT) and joined the E Gwynn Dance Company, where he
performed as a dancer and musician and started his costume construction and designing for the company for 3 years. After his first year at NCAT he got an internship in his hometown at the Brooklyn Academy of Music (BAM) working with the Artistic Director of the DanceAfrica Festival Abdel Salaam. This internship allowed him to realize his love for choreography and then sparked his transfer to The University of North Carolina in Greensboro where he now has a Bachelor of Arts in Dance. He currently works for Mark Morris Dance Group, DanceWave, Dreamyard, New York Edge, and Asase Yaa Dance Theatre.

RITA 2-IT TUITT (Dancer) is a New York native of The Bronx. She has been dancing since the age of 5. Rita is the dance Captain of the dance Company, Art Of Legohn. Rita also has over 22 years of Dance experience in genres such as Tap, Hip Hop, Ballet, Jazz, Street Jazz, Modern, Theater, and African.

ABEL EMIL DOMINGUEZ VENTURA (dancer) is a Dominican performer based in NYC. He trained in a variety of dances including: Jazz, Tap, Ballet and Theater. Recent performances include, Dick Rivington & the Cat at Abrons Arts Center. Abel is excited to make his La MaMa debut in Grand Panorama.

ELENI DAFERERA (Puppeteer/Crew) born in Athens, Greece, is a visual artist, architect, and interior designer. A graduate of the National Technical University of Athens, School of Architecture and of the London Guildhall University, School of Art, Architecture and Design, Eleni also attended the open studio on graphic arts and printmaking techniques by the renowned Austrian artist Gunter Damisch in the Fine Arts Academy of Vienna (Akademie der bildenden Künste Wien). Her artistic practice–drawing, painting and collage making– has been developing in Athens, Greece, London, U.K., and Vienna, Austria where she also collaborated with Kulturkontakt Austria offering visual arts and architecture workshops. Today she lives in New York and Paros Island, Greece, exhibits her artwork both in solo and group exhibitions, and works on book illustrations.

JIM FREEMAN (Special Projects) has been building lately for Tristan Allen’s Tin Iso and the Dawn and Nick Coppola’s Puppetworks, as well as for Theodora Skipitares. As an actor, he performs with the Ridiculous Theatrical Company and Theater at St. Johns. You can see his films at YouTube channel “Eurekajim Films”. Thanks to Futureworks Makerspace NYC, and love to his wife Eureka.

SHRADDHA TIWARI (Animator) is an Experimental Filmmaker from New jersey. Trained as an Animator, Shraddha has always been interested in exploring material and using it in filmmaking. She is a storyteller who is focusing on excavating long-lost narratives and uplifting traditional art forms which are fading away with time.

TREVOR LEGERET (Nick Biddle Panorama) is a stop-motion animator, filmmaker and musician. A graduate of Pratt Institute, he is currently producing branded content at Brothers Guitar Shop. Trevor focuses on surreal horror in his stop-motion and makes monsters in a creative FX duo with Klara Vertes.
KLARA VERTES (Nick Biddle Panorama) is an interdisciplinary artist, poet, and researcher. Since graduating from Pratt Institute, Vertes has been working as an archivist at the Ray Johnson Estate. In her studio practice, Vertes creates archives populated by found objects and fabricated artifacts. She often collaborates with Trevor Legeret as a creative duo specializing in animation and special FX.

MONA MARIA DAMIAN (Scenic Artist) recently moved to the US, in the third year of the second MFA (primarily Scenic Design & Costume Design). US: Scenic Designer & Artist, Teaching Assistant in Columbia, SC, the internship at La MaMa. First Masters in Europe in 2002 in Fine Arts and Interior Design, other degrees include Fine Arts Highschool and Fine Arts University, Special Effects Make up and Prosthetics in Belfast, NI and 2D and 3D Design Studio Cad and Vectorworks in Dublin, Ireland. 20 years' experience in Europe in Film as Set Decorator / Set Dresser, Art Director, Scenic FX Painter and Sculptor Costume Dept., Special Effects Make-up, but also Theatre, Stage and Costumes Designer, Fashion and Interior Design, in Romania, UK, Scandinavian Countries, Spain, Portugal, France, Germany, Austria and The Netherlands

LIZZY DUQUETTE (Scenic Artist) is a puppet maker, scenic artist, and muralist based in Cincinnati, OH. Lizzy is the resident production designer for Queen City Opera, creating fantastical puppets, sets, and costumes. They work as a puppet maker and puppeteer with Jesse Mooney-Bullock at MoonBull Studio. With MoonBull, they have performed at the Chicago International Puppet Theater Festival, BLINK Cincinnati, and Price Hill Creative Community Festival and have built puppets for House Theatre of Chicago, Cabinet of Curiosities, and Nashville Children's Theatre. Lizzy assisted scenic and puppet production for Theodora Skipatares' *The Transfiguration of Benjamin Banneker* in 2020. www.lizzyduquette.com (she/they)

BROOKE van HENSBERGEN (Scenic Artist) is a Brooklyn based artist with experience in Theater, Film, and Television. She graduated from Pace University with a design degree and continues to work as a scenic painter, fabricator, and prop master. Puppet Credits include *The Transfiguration of Benjamin Banneker, Stanzas Sun To a Tatar Reed Whistle, Glass Guignol: A Brother and Sister Play*.

THANK YOU
Mia Yoo, Mary Fulham, Beverly Petty, Mark Tambella, Jack Reynolds, Donald Eastman, Marielle Iljazoski, Izzie Olgaard, Kiku Sakai, Denise Greber, La MaMa and the cast and crew.

Special Thanks to Sue Heinemann.

This production was made possible in part by funds from the New York State Council on the Arts, by the Jim Henson Foundation. Additional support for Mazz Swift is provided by the Individual Artist Program at NYSCA.
Grand Panorama

is dedicated to

David Gilden
A full program with information on this production can be found on the *Grand Panorama* page of the La MaMa website.

In addition you can scan the QR code Poster located in the theatre lobby for access to the digital program.
La MaMa's historic, landmark building at 74 East 4th Street is undergoing an urgently needed complete renovation and restoration to preserve the historic façade, create building-wide ADA accessibility, and provide much needed performance, exhibition and community space for decades to come.

La MaMa, founded by Ellen Stewart in 1961, has been on east 4th Street since 1967. La MaMa embraces every person in its community and is legendary as the place where new artists of all nations, cultures, races, and identities are given opportunities. It is the place where art begins.

To learn more about the renovation, or to make a donation please visit www.lamama.org/remakeaworld
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La MaMa is deeply grateful to all our funders who have stayed with us through this difficult time. Our community of friends and supporters provides vital resources to our artists and diverse programming to our audiences.

60th Season Sponsors:
The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation and the Howard Gilman Foundation

Public support provided by:
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La MaMa, 66 East 4th St., New York, NY 10003

If You Like It, Share It
We want to hear from YOU!

**SEARCH FACEBOOK.COM:**
LA MA MA EXPERIMENTAL THEATRE CLUB

Follow us on twitter @LAMAMAEtc
Follow us on Instagram @LAMAMAEtc
For tickets
Visit lamama.org or call 212-352-3101

**NOW PLAYING**

**Grand Panorama**
February 17 - March 6, 2022
Ellen Stewart Theatre

**Richie Adomako: Icarus overslept; better luck next time**
January 27 - February 26, 2022
La Galleria

**Coffeehouse Chronicles #162 Penny Arcade**
March 5, 2022 at 3pm
The Downstairs

**Misdemeanor Dream**
March 10 - 27, 2022
Ellen Stewart Theatre

**COMING SOON**

**Lemon Girls or Art for the Artless**
March 11 - 27, 2022
The Downstairs

**Coffeehouse Chronicles #163 Peter Hujar**
March 19, 2022 at 3pm
The Downstairs

**La MaMa Kids**
The Great Zodiac Animal Race
March 26 & 27, 2022
The Downstairs

**Balkan Bordello**
March 31 - April 10, 2022
Ellen Stewart Theatre

**The Drag Seed**
March 31 - April 10, 2022
The Downstairs